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About KOCSEA
The KOrean Computer Scientists and Engineers Association in America
(KOCSEA), founded in 1983, is a non-profit organization of Korean American
computer scientists and engineers in the United States. The purpose of KOCSEA
is to promote communication, information exchange and cooperation among
its members and to provide opportunities for them to make contributions to
computer science and related fields in Korea and U.S.
KOCSEA consists of over 320 members at various stages in their career - from
undergraduate and graduate students, to young professionals and assistant
professors, to senior executives and professors. KOCSEA has organized annual
workshops in Korea in cooperation with Korean Information Science Society
(KISS) from 1990 to 1995 in various areas of information technologies, including
software engineering, multimedia technology, end user computing technology,
and network technology. Recently, KOCSEA members have been actively
participating in various technical activities promoting collaboration between US
and Korea such as organizing symposiums at UKC (US Korea Conference on
Science, Technology, and Entrepreneurship) of KSEA (Korea-American Scientists
and Engineers Association), serving on the project proposal review panels of
KOSEF (Korea Science and Engineering Foundation), and producing research
trend study reports sponsored by KOSEF and KSEA in the area of computer and
communications.
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Message from the General Chair

It is our pleasure to invite you to the 18th KOCSEA (Korean Computer Scientists and Engineers
Association in America) Technical Symposium, to be held at University of Nevada, Las Vegas from
November 10th to 11th, 2017. The symposium is sponsored by various Korean government agencies
and industrial cooperations.
KOCSEA, founded in 1983, is a non-profit organization of Korean and Korean American computer
scientists and engineers in North America. The goal of KOCSEA is to “promote communication,
information exchanges and cooperation among its members and to provide opportunities for them
to make contributions to computer-related fields in the U.S. and Korea”. Currently KOCSEA has
several hundreds of members and patrons in the academia and industry, who are the leading
researchers and practitioners in the Computer Science and Engineering, Information Technology,
and Data Science fields in US.
KOCSEA’s annual technical symposium has been very successful in the past years by providing
opportunities to the participants in sharing their knowledge and information and promoting
wonderful networking among Korean computer science community in America. We are especially
glad to witness active participation of young professionals who just started their careers in both
academia and industry, which demonstrates a healthy sign of KOCSEA in the future.
The 18th Tech Symposium is one-and-a-half day event and consists of a couple of keynote speeches
by outstanding researchers and professors, around 25 regular talks in various fields in computing fields,
and short lightning talks and student posters. Our symposium is a single track conference to provide
speakers excellent opportunities to promote their work in front of nearly one hundred participants
from academia and industry, from US and Korea.
We cordially invite you to our technical symposium. And please feel free to bring your colleagues
and students to the event. We look forward to meeting you at the symposium.

Sincerely,
Han Hee Song, Ph.D.
General Chair, KOCSEA Technical Symposium 2017
Vice President, KOCSEA 2017
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Message from the KOCSEA President

It is my great pleasure to invite you to the 18th KOCSEA Technical Symposium 2017 which will be held
at UNLV, Las Vegas NV on November 10-11. You will find an exciting program including high-profile
keynote speeches, multiple technical sessions with many enthusiastic researchers in various fields of
computer science and engineering. Especially, this year, there will be many advanced research
presentations in data science including hot topics like machine learning, artificial intelligence, and
their use cases. I hope you all enjoy the program, and take this opportunity to exchange new idea,
find new collaborators, and get valuable career advices from the senior members during breaks or
dinner.
Student participation is also very important to cultivate our future. So we strongly encourage students
to submit their posters and scholarship applications. We award top three posters with scholarships
and invite them to the symposium for presentation. Every year we award this special scholarship in
memory of the late Prof. Moon Jung Chung, KOCSEA’s former president. Prof. Chung’s family has
been making generous contributions for the scholarship since 2006 and we really appreciate their
continued support.
Finally, I would like to express my sincere gratitude to the organizing committee members who
devoted their time to prepare this wonderful and essential gathering among Korean American
computer scientists and engineers. I also deeply appreciate our sponsors for their generous support
and participation to share their research activities with us.
I hope you enjoy the program and see you in Las Vegas this November.

Sincerely,
Seon Ho Kim, Ph.D.
President,
KOCSEA 2017
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18th KOCSEA Technical Symposium Program
(last updated on 11/06/2017)

2017 KOCSEA Program: Day 0, November 9, 2017 (Thursday)
7PM - 9PM Network Dinner at Yuxiang Korean Chinese restaurant
7729 S RAINBOW BLVD
LAS VEGAS NV, 89139
(702) 790-3474

2017 KOCSEA Program: Day 1, November 10, 2017 (Friday)
UNLV Science and Engineering Building (SEB)
Session

Time

Speaker (Affiliation): Talk title

Registration & Breakfast
Opening Remarks

7:00 - 7:40
7:45 – 8:00

Keynote 1
Session chair: Dr. Han Hee
Song
Session 1a: Cyber Security
Session chair: Prof. Jung
woo Ryoo

8:00 - 8:40

Break and Poster

09:40 - 09:50

Session 1b: Cyber Security
Session chair: Prof. Jung
woo Ryoo

09:50-10:40

Break and Poster

10:40 - 11:00

Session 2: Distributed
Computing
Session chair: Prof. Tae Oh

11:00 - 12:10 - Minsun Yum, KISTI, Scientist, High Performance Computing for
Nanoelectronics and Artificial Intelligence Driven Materials Data Platform
- Kyongha Lee, KISTI, Scientist, A computer systematic approach horizon
scanning : KISTI perspective
- Jinoh Kim, Texas A&M, Professor, Multivariate Network Traffic Analysis
- Donghyun Kim, Kennesaw State University, A New Fog-Cloud Storage
Framework with Transparency and Auditability (10 mins)

Lunch and Poster

12:10 - 01:30 - Group photo

Lightning Session
Session chair: Dr. Bong Jun
Ko (2-3 mins per speaker)

01:30 - 2:00

8:40 - 09:40

Lobby
- Han Hee Song, General Chair, KOCSEA Vice President
- Seon Ho Kim, KOCSEA President
- Rama Venkat, Dean, Howard R. Hughes College of Engineering, U of Nevada
Las Vegas
Matt Heff, Senior Manager, Las Vegas Sands Global Cybersecurity - Training &
Governance, BACK TO THE FUTURE: The Shifting Cyber Security Paradigm
- Yoohwan Kim, UNLV, Professor, Improving scalability of cryptocurrency with
Binary Blockchain
- Hunjeong Kang, U.S. Bank, Vice President, Cyber Security and Artificial
Intelligence in Financial Institutions
- Younghyun Kim, U of Wisconsin Madison, Professor, Enabling Secure and
Low-Power Communication in Implantable Medical Devices
- Donghoon Kim, Arkansas State University, Cloud Computing Security:
Securing Software Application Networks Security in a Cloud (10 mins)
- Andrea Stefik, UNLV, Professor, Doubts about Software Science
- MyungHwan Park, Korea Airforce Academy, Professor, Proposing A Test Case
Selection Criterion To Increase Test Effectiveness

-

Tae Oh, Rochester Institute of Technology
Young Choi, Regent University
Sam Chung, Southern Illinois University
Myunggyu Won, South Dakota State University
Sangyoon Chang, University of Colorado
Eunjee Song, Baylor University
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Session 3: Big Data Mining 2:00 - 3:10
in Practice
Session chair: Prof. Jung Kyu
Lee

Break and Poster

5:00 - 5:20

Session 4b: Machine
5:20 - 6:50
Learning in Healthcare
Session chair: Prof. Mira Han

Move to Restaurant

- Jaehyeon Bae, Netflix, Senior Data Scientist, Data engineering for A/B testing
- Gowtham Alturi, U of Cincinnati, Professor, Inferring networks from
spatio-temporal data
- Youngsoon Kim, Gyeongname Development Institute, Text mining for policy
evaluation (10 mins)
- Nathan Byun, Fluxity, Software quality assurance considerations of
autonomous vehicles (10mins)
- Jeongkyu Lee, U of Bridgeport, Professor, Employing Google Cloud Platform
(GCP) into Teaching and Research in Computer Science (10 mins)

3:10 - 3:30

Session 4a: Machine
3:30 - 5:00
Learning in Healthcare
Session chair: Prof. Tae Hyun
Hwang

Break and Poster

Sang-Yoon Chang, U of Colorado
Hyung Tak Choi, Samsung Electronics
Wonhee Cho, USC
Ju-Yeon Jo, U of Nevada Las Vegas
Kiho Lim, U of South Dakota
Jungwoo Ryoo, Penn State University-Altoona
Riea Moon, Mayo Clinic

6:50 - 7:30

- Sunho Park, Cleveland Clinic, Post-doctoral Researcher, Bayesian (Semi-)
Nonnegative Tri-Matrix Factorization with a Finite Dependent
Beta-BernoulliPrior to Find Pathways Associated with Cancer Types
- Mira Han, UNLV, Professor, Measuring Accelerated Rates of Insertions and
Deletions Independent of Rates of Nucleotide Substitution
- Dokyoon Kim, Geisinger Healthsystem, Professor, Multi-omics data integration
for translational bioinformatics
- Edward Choi, Georgia Tech, PhD Student, Deep Learning for Healthcare
- Wei Zhang, U of Central Florida, Professor, Network-based Machine Learning
Algorithms for Precision Oncology
- Sangtae Kim, Illumina, Scientist, Strelka2: Fast and accurate variant calling
for clinical sequencing applications
- Segun Jung, University of Chicago, Scientist, Advancing the Big Data Genomics
Analysis using Cloud
Wookjin Choi, Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Center, Researcher,
Radiomics and deep learning for lung cancer screening
Goong LV
7729 S Rainbow Blvd
Las Vegas, NV 89139
702-979-9118

Friday Banquet 7:00 PM – 10:00 PM
Goong LV
https://www.goonglv.com/
7729 S Rainbow Blvd
Las Vegas, NV 89139
702-979-9118
- Sponsor talks (followed by appreciation for the sponsors)
- KOCSEA Outstanding Contribution Award
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2017 KOCSEA Program: Day 2, Saturday, November 11, 2017
Session
Time
Speaker (Affiliation): Talk title
Breakfast & Registration
7:00 - 7:45
Announcements

7:45 - 8:00

Session 5a: Artificial

8:00 - 09:40

Break

09:40 - 10:00

Keynote

10:00 - 10:40 - Bhaskar Krishnamachari, University of Southern California, Professor,
Architectures and Algorithms for the future Internet of Things

Session 5b: Artificial
Intelligence and Big Data
Session chair: Prof. Sam
Chung

10:40 – 12:00 - Joonseok Lee, Google, Scientist, Video Understanding and YouTube 8M
- Joohyung Lee, Arizona State University, Professor, AI minus Deep Learning: AI
that Deep Learning can't do (well)
- Sookyung Kim, Lawrence Livermore National Lab, Researcher, Resolution
Reconstruction of Climate Data with Pixel Recursive Mode
- Sungdeok Cha, Korea University, Towards more robust authentication
mechanism

Lunch

12:00 – 12:40

Session 5c: Artificial
Intelligence and Big Data
Session chair: Prof. Tae
Hyun Hwang

12:40 - 1:40

- Jaeboum Kim, KAKAO, Leader for AI Tech Team, KAKAO AI Connects
Everything
- Saehoon Kim, AItrics, Scientist, Predictive Parallelization and Binary
Embedding for Reducing Query Execution Time
- Juho Lee, AItrics, Scientist, Bayesian inference on random simple graphs with
power law degree distribution

1:40 - 2:00

“Best Presentation Awards”,
“KOCSEA Scholarship Awards”,
“Announcement for KOCSEA 2018”

Intelligence and Big Data
Session chair: Dr. Chul Sung

Closing & Adjourn
(Lunch will provided)

- Bongjun Ko, IBM TJ Watson, Senior Researcher, Cognitive Ear: Acoustic
Analytics for IoT Applications
- Byung-Hak Kim, Udacity, Scientist, TBD
- Jungwoo Ha, NAVER Corp., Leader of Clova AI research, AI in NAVER and Clova
- Hoojung Chung, NAVER Corp., Technical PM, Machine Learning Use Cases in
Naver Search
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Keynotes
1.

Mr. Matt Heff

Senior Manager, Las Vegas Sands Global Cybersecurity - Training & Governance

BACK TO THE FUTURE: The Shifting Cyber Security Paradigm
Abstract:
It is the wild, wild, west of cybersecurity. We talk and talk about all these new concepts, certifications,
methodologies and frameworks, yet the cyber criminals seem to collaborate even faster with other
criminals gaining the upper hand. At times, it feels like we are trending Back to the Future. We seem to
keep discussing the same things over and over yet the paradigm shifts slowly. This presentation will
examine several unique and innovative ways that private sector, academic sector, government and law
enforcement are preventing the back to the future cyber security cycle and shifting the cybersecurity
paradigm.
Short Bio:
Matt Heff has been stopping cyber criminals since 1998. In January 2016, Heff joined Sands Corp as their
Senior Manager of Global Cybersecurity – responsible for training, governance and developing their
world-class cybersecurity team. This includes the Venetian and Palazzo Resorts in Las Vegas, in addition
the other properties globally from Macau to Singapore and Pennsylvania. He provides governance and
development for a variety of Sands Cybersecurity professionals including Cybersecurity Global Security
Operations Team, Digital Forensics Investigations Team, Cyber Strategy Team, Governance & Risk Team,
Vulnerability Management Team, Penetration Testing Teams, Incident Response and Threat Intelligence
Team, as well as Security Architects and Security Engineers. Heff’s role also includes developing
cybersecurity governance and promoting cybersecurity awareness for 40,000+ team members worldwide.
Additionally, Heff has been leading several unique academic and government sector partnerships to
build community threat intelligence sharing platforms and threat analyst programs.
Most recently, in May 2017, he presented the opening keynote for the, “The Colloquium – For Information
Systems Security Education Conference (CISSE)” where he received a standing ovation to several
hundred cybersecurity educators. He has spoken at many other cyber security conferences including the
May 2017 Guidance EnFuse Conference at their world-class CISO Executive Summit. In December 2016,
Heff presented on “Counter Intelligence and Insider Threats” at the Department of Homeland Security
Corporate Security Symposium. In January of 2017 Matt presented at the Winter ICT Conference on
“Building Synergy and Partnerships between Academia & Industry” In 2018, Heff is scheduled to serve on
a panel for the Mob Museum for a panel discussion with law enforcement on cyber security threats.
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Prior to joining Las Vegas Sands Corp, Heff developed and facilitated corporate learning and
development programs for TJ Maxx / Marshalls, Caesars Entertainment, and General Electric. He is
passionate about defeating cyber security criminals, nation states and ensuring the next generation of
youth cyber warriors participate in cyber competitions such as the Cyber Patriot Program. Matt and his
wife Karen reside in Southern Highlands with daughter, Klary, 3 and son Ryker, 1.
2.

Dr. Bhaskar Krishnamachari

Ming Hsieh Faculty Fellow and Professor of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science
at the Viterbi School of Engineering at the University of Southern California

Architectures and Algorithms for the future Internet of Things
Abstract: The Internet of Things (IoT) is starting to grow exponentially with applications ranging from
consumer electronics and smart homes to intelligent transportation and smart cities. I will present an
overview of more than a decade of academic research on algorithms and protocols for IoT at USC, from
networking low-power devices to location services, as well as ongoing research and development efforts
pertaining to privacy-sensitive and secure middleware, experimental testbeds, online reinforcement
learning and edge computing for IoT systems. I will also highlight an interdisciplinary effort to develop and
implement a new “marketecture” for IoT that we refer to as I3. This work aims to provide incentives for
device owners to share sensor data as well as access to actuators with third-party application developers,
as well as an open ecosystem that allows for buyers, sellers and data-processing brokers to easily and
scalably link to each other.
Short Bio: Bhaskar Krishnamachari is Ming Hsieh Faculty Fellow and Professor of Electrical Engineering and
Computer Science at the Viterbi School of Engineering at the University of Southern California. He is
Director of the USC Viterbi Center for Cyber-Physical Systems and the Internet of Things (CCI,
http://cci.usc.edu/). He has co-authored over 200 papers on next-generation wireless networks,
collectively cited more than 20000 times (per Google Scholar). His work has received several best paper
awards including at IPSN and Mobicom. He has received the NSF CAREER Award and the ASEE Terman
Award for outstanding electrical and computer engineering educators. In 2011, he was listed in MIT
technology review magazine’s TR-35 list of top 35 innovators under the age of 35, and in 2015 was named
one of Popular Science magazine’s “Brilliant 10”. He is the author of a textbook titled Networking Wireless
Sensors published by Cambridge University Press. He also serves on the Board of Trustees for Play Mountain
Place, a unique school in Los Angeles promoting play-based humanistic education.
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Abstracts | Talks
1.

Shown in the order of presentation

Yoohwan Kim (University of Nevada Las Vegas): Improving Scalability of Cryptocurrency with Binary
Bockchain
Blockchain serves as a public ledger for many cryptocurrencies where all the completed transactions can
be looked up. To place transactions in the Blockchain, a mining operation must be performed. However,
due to a limited mining capacity, the transaction confirmation time is increasing. We propose a novel
parallel mining method that can adjust the mining capacity dynamically depending on the congestion
level. In this talk, the mechanisms of binary blockchain and its simulation results will be presented.

2.

Hunjeong Kang (U.S. Bank): Cyber Security and Artificial Intelligence in Financial Institutions
The threat landscape surrounding the financial industry keeps evolving and the mitigation controls
accordingly changed. The presentation will introduce major cyber-attacks including corporate account
takeover, denial of service, and ATM fraud which were officially warned by the Federal Financial
Institutions Examination Council (FFIEC). Then, it will discuss how financial institutions use artificial
intelligence (AI) in order to defend against the attacks and underlying technologies to support AI
applications.

3.

Yonghyun Kim (University of Wisconsin Madison): Enabling Secure and Low-Power Communication in
Implantable Medical
Implantable medical IoT devices are used for monitoring, diagnosis, and therapy of an ever-increasing
range of medical conditions, leading to improved quality of life and outcomes for patients. Advances in
the use of implantable medical IoT devices have been accompanied, and in great part enabled, by
increases in their functional complexity, wireless connectivity to allow for post-deployment monitoring,
and programmability to allow therapy to be tuned to the evolving needs of each patient. These factors
have also led to a rapid growth in concerns about security and reliability of implantable medical IoT
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devices, as underscored by recent trends in warnings and recalls of these devices due to failures, and a
series of successful attacks on them demonstrated by academic researchers and the hacker community.
The unique usage models of implantable medical IoT devices, and the need to provide very high levels of
security and reliability under very stringent resource constraints, set them apart from other classes of
computing platforms. In this presentation, I present the security and reliability challenges faced by
designers of implantable medical IoT devices, and two techniques for improving the security and reliability
are introduced. First, a vibration-based physically secure communication technique is presented.
Mechanical vibration has a short transmission range and is highly perceptible, and thus it is suitable as an
auxiliary channel for exchanging a cryptographic key to establish a secure wireless channel. Second, a
zero-power contactless signal probing technique is introduced. Long-term signal monitoring for continuous
physiological data collection and device status monitoring for improved reliability is enabled by
inductively coupled circuits with no active power consumption.
4.

Donghoon Kim (Arkansas State University): Cloud Computing Security: Securing Software Application
Networks Security in a Cloud
Cloud computing has become an acceptable paradigm and more and more business migrates to it. As
applications are integrated into cloud environments, they may compose into application networks that
communicate with each other and share resources in order to achieve their goals. However, a continuing
concern when such application networks form in part or fully in public clouds is security. This work
develops and assesses an approach for pro-actively securing networks of cloud-based workflows.
The model assumes that a secure monitoring control point keeps a real-time projection of the application
network dataflows and transactions. Operational network nodes (data transformation points) could be in
a secure environment themselves, or they could be in a public cloud. Data-flows among the network
components, and to the outside, are monitored and assessed for trustworthiness, validated with respect to
a known and tested operational prole, and data integrity is checked. An anomaly requires a decision as
to whether the dataflows and transformations/computations should continue, and how that acts
condentiality, integrity and availability expectations and balance. If a run time failure is declared,
recovery may be initiated.
As part of current work, we used the Kepler workflow model and implementation as the baseline
framework. Kepler allows a variety of dataflow processing models - from fully parallel process networks, to
sequential workflow models. We have augmented the standard Kepler provenance collection
capabilities with a security analysis package intended to assess security of application network
input/output flows. In order to understand threats that may face an application network that may
operate in a cloud, we have done an extensive assessment of vulnerabilities reported in typical cloud
SaaS and PaaS layers, and we have done a comprehensive analysis of Kepler run-time libraries and
components. We show that under reasonable assumptions three gating functions - data integrity
checking, input validation and remote access vetting - can provide a satisfactory assurances regarding in
workflow security. Our prototype secure Kepler workflow platform allows implementation of a variety of
security countermeasures, and can serve to assess - in the set-up and testing phases security of an
application network that can be represented in the Kepler model.

5.

Andrea Stefik (UNLV): Doubts about Software Science
Modern society is built on software platforms that encompass a great deal of our lives. While this is well
known, software is invented by people and this comes at considerable cost. Notably, approximately
$331.7 billion are paid, in the U.S. alone, in wages every year for this purpose. Generally, developers in
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industry use programming languages to create their software, but there exists significant incompatibility in
the designs of competing language products. In some cases, this incompatibility leads to trivial design
inconsistencies (e.g., the meaning of the symbol +), while in other cases the approaches are radically
different. Studies in the literature show that some of the broader debates, like the classic ones on static vs.
dynamic typing or competing syntactic designs, provide consistent and replicable results in regard to their
human factors impacts. For example, programmers can generally write correct programs more quickly
using static typing than dynamic for reasons that are now known.
In this talk, we will discuss three facets of language design dispersion, sometimes colloquially referred to as
the “programming language wars.” First, we will flesh out the broader impacts inventing software has on
society, including its cost to industry, education, and government. Second, recent evidence has shown
that even research scholars are not gathering replicable and reliable data on the problem. Finally, we will
give an overview of the facts now known about competing alternatives (e.g., types, syntax, compiler error
design, lambdas).
6.

MyungHwan Park (Korea Airforce Academy): Proposing A Test Case Selection Criterion To Increase Test
Effectiveness

7.

Minsun Yum (KISTI): High Performance Computing for Nanoelectronics and Artificial Intelligence Driven
Materials Data Platform

8.

Kyongha Lee (KISTI): A computer systematic approach horizon scanning : KISTI perspective

9.

Jinoh Kim (Texas A&M): Multivariate Network Traffic Analysis
Network traffic analysis, a key element for network operations and management, has become more
challenging due to increasing traffic volumes and dynamic traffic data characteristics. This talk focuses on
presenting a new approach that offers a high-level summary of the network traffic with the multivariate
analysis. With the new approach, the current state of the network will display an abstract pattern
compiled from a set of traffic variables, and the detection problems in traffic analysis (e.g., change
detection and anomaly detection) can be reduced to a straightforward pattern identification problem.
Additionally, network anomaly detection based on machine learning techniques will be presented, with a
brief introduction of the current active research projects.

10
.

Donghyun Kim, Kennesaw State University, A New Fog-Cloud Storage Framework with Transparency and
Auditability

11
.

Jaehyeon Bae (Netflix): Data engineering for A/B testing
I will talk about data engineering full stacks for A/B testing with introductory level. It will include test
configuration, user allocation, data pipeline, ETL automation etc.

12
.

Gowtham Alturi (U of Cincinnati): Inferring networks from spatio-temporal data

13
.

Youngsoon Kim (Gyeongname): Development Institute, Text mining for policy evaluation

14
.

Nathan Byun (Fluxity): Software quality assurance considerations of autonomous vehicles
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We all are aware autonomous vehicles are coming and the key difference from traditional vehicle
technologies is the software power. However, several major firms running test autonomous vehicles on the
road experienced incidents already. Waymo (formerly Google self-driving car) reported more than a
dozen incidents, admitted two software faults out of them; Uber halted its autonomous vehicle project
temporarily due to a rollover; and faulty ADAS operation of Tesla model S led to even a death. In this
presentation, possible cause of incidents like these and potential solution will be discussed.
15
.

Jeongkyu Lee (U of Bridgeport): Employing Google Cloud Platform (GCP) into Teaching and Research in
Computer Science
Recently, computing environment has been moved into cloud computing where a user can design and
configure the system. Specifically, researcher and teachers in CS would like to employ such computing
environment into their classroom and research. In this presentation, we would like to introduce the
experience of using google cloud platform (GCP) for teaching and research at the University of
Bridgeport. UB uses GCP for the exercise lab of graduate level classes including Operating System,
Advanced Database Design and Data Mining. In addition, GCP is being used for research including data
analytics and machine learning. We will discuss about how to use GCP, what is the requirements and
some advantages and disadvantages using GCP at UB.

16
.

Sunho Park (Cleveland Clinic): Bayesian (Semi-) Nonnegative Tri-Matrix Factorization with a Finite
Dependent Beta-BernoulliPrior to Find Pathways Associated with Cancer Types

17
.

Mira Han (UNLV): Measuring Accelerated Rates of Insertions and Deletions Independent of Rates of
Nucleotide Substitution
Evolutionary constraint for insertions and deletions (indels) is not necessarily equal to constraint for
nucleotide substitutions for any given region of a genome. Knowing the variation in indel-specific
evolutionary rates across the sequence will aid our understanding of evolutionary constraints on indels,
and help us infer how indels have contributed to the evolution of the sequence. However, unlike for
nucleotide substitutions, there has been no phylogenetic method that can statistically infer significantly
different rates of indels across the sequence space independent of substitution rates. Here, we have
developed a software that will find sites with accelerated evolutionary rates specific to indels, by
introducing a scaling parameter that only applies to the indel rates and not to the nucleotide substitution
rates. Using the software, we show that we can find regions of accelerated rates of indels in the protein
alignments of primate genomes. We also confirm that the sites that have high rates of indels are different
from the sites that have high rates of nucleotide substitutions within the protein sequences. By identifying
regions with accelerated rates of indels independent of nucleotide substitutions, we will be able to better
understand the impact of indel mutations on protein sequence evolution.

18
.

Dokyoon Kim (Geisinger Healthsystem): Multi-omics data integration for translational bioinformatics
Cancer clinical outcome prediction based on the molecular information has received increasing interest
for better diagnostics, prognostics, and further therapeutics. Accurate molecular-based predictors of
outcome can be used clinically to choose the best of several available therapies for a cancer patient. In
the past decade, gene expression profiles have been most widely used to predict clinical outcomes in
several cancers. There have been also many attempts at cancer clinical outcome prediction using a set
of copy number alterations (CNA), miRNA, DNA methylation, and protein expression. However, it is still
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difficult to accurately predict clinical outcome since the cancer genome is neither simple nor
independent but rather complicated and dysregulated by multiple levels of the biological system through
genome, epigenome, transcriptome, proteome, metabolome, interactome, etc. Therefore, no single type
of genomic data will be sufficient to elucidate the phenotypic end-point of events accumulated through
multiple levels of biological systems involved in cancer, and hence, a consideration of incorporating the
multi-layered processes in biological systems might provide much more reasonable prediction of cancer
clinical outcome. Recently, emerging multi-omics data and clinical information from cancer patients such
as The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA) have been providing unprecedented opportunities to investigate
the multi-layered processes involved in cancer development and progression for improving the ability to
diagnose, treat, and prevent cancer. Thus, the development of multi-scale integrative approaches is
more required in order to integrate multiple types of genomic data and investigate an enhanced global
view on interplays between different types of genomic data. In this talk, many research schemes for
multi-omics data integration will be discussed based on the experimental results on the prediction
problem of cancer clinical outcomes using the TCGA data. With an abundance in of multi-omics data
and clinical data from cancer patients, relevant integration frameworks will be valuable for explaining the
molecular pathogenesis and underlying biology in cancer, eventually leading to more effective screening
strategies and therapeutic targets in many types of cancer.
19
.

Edward Choi (Georgia Tech): Deep Learning for Healthcare
Since 2012, deep learning, or representation learning has shown impressive progress in computer vision,
speech recognition, and natural language processing. The power of deep learning comes from
combining a very expressive model with large data. This allowed the machine to extract useful
information from high-dimensional data, which was a human responsibility before the rise of deep
learning.
Massive data have been collected in healthcare since the introduction of electronic healthcare records
(EHR), and the amount of data is more than human medical experts can process. It is expected that, in
this regard, deep learning can play a significant role in healthcare as it did in vision and language.
My talk will introduce how to use recurrent neural networks (RNN), one of the building blocks in deep
learning, to process longitudinal EHR data and predict a future event. Specifically, I will focus on
predicting a heart failure onset given a patient’s 12~18 months record. Building on top of this (if time
allows), I will address the interpretability issue of deep learning models, and propose a method to make
predictions that is both accurate and interpretable.

20
.

Wei Zhang (U of Central Florida): Network-based Machine Learning Algorithms for Precision Oncology
Gene expression and gene isoforms in cancer transcriptome are informative for phenotype prediction.
Network-based learning models are playing increasing role in cancer transcriptome analysis. These
methods integrate large scale patient transcriptome data with structural information in biological
networks to improve phenotype prediction accuracy, model robustness and biological interpretation of
results. In this talk, I will focus on the algorithmic design and mathematical formulation of network-based
machine learning and graph theory algorithms to facilitate applications and implementations of
network-based analysis in the practice of precision oncology. A network propagation model will be
introduced in the talk, the model improves outcome prediction for cancer patients by network-based
ranking of marker genes. A low-rank version of the same model will also be introduced for semi-supervised
learning to handle more than millions of samples.
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21
.

Sangtae Kim (Illumina): Strelka2: Fast and accurate variant calling for clinical sequencing applications
I will talk about Strelka2, an open-source small variant calling method for clinical germline and somatic
sequencing applications. Strelka2 introduces a novel mixture-model based estimation of indel error
parameters from each sample, an efficient tiered haplotype modeling strategy and a normal sample
contamination model to improve liquid tumor analysis. For both germline and somatic calling, Strelka2
substantially outperforms current leading tools on both variant calling accuracy and compute cost.

22
.

Segun Jung (University of Chicago): Advancing the Big Data Genomics Analysis using Cloud
The rapid growth of next generation sequencing data in biomedical research is placing massive demands
on research informatics cores, research labs and individual researchers. These groups must provide
reliable analysis and data management services in a timely manner that can scale as the needs of
researchers’ increase. Further, as collaborative research becomes commonplace, the ability to move and
share large data sets between institutions, scaling the analysis from one sample to hundreds of samples
are fundamental requirements for many researchers. In this talk, we will present some of the use cases
using Globus Genomics service for large scale genomics data analysis and management.

23
.

Wookjin Choi (Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Center): Radiomics and deep learning for lung cancer
screening
This study investigates a radiomics prediction model and a 3D fully convolutional neural network (CNN)
prediction model for lung cancer screening in low dose CT. To develop the radiomics model, the Lung
Image Database Consortium image collection (LIDC-IDRI) in the Cancer Imaging Archive (TCIA) was
examined. We evaluated a subset of 79 pulmonary nodules (36 benign and 43 malignant). CT radiomic
features (n=103) were extracted from each nodule. Redundant features were removed with a
hierarchical clustering method. We then constructed a prediction model by using a support vector
machine (SVM) classifier with important features chosen by a least absolute shrinkage and selection
operator (LASSO). A 10-fold cross-validation was repeated ten times to obtain the model accuracy. For
deep learning model, the Kaggle dataset was applied with the LIDC dataset. The Kaggle dataset
includes 1397 thoracic CT image sets with malignancies provided by radiologists. Our deep learning
model consists of two CNNs for detection and classification. The detection CNN is a fully convolutional
network to cover different sizes of CT scans, and the classification network is the typical type of CNN to
classify the detected image patch into benign and malignant. The CNNs was built with the Theano
framework using Keras wrapper. The CNN was trained for 100 epochs to obtain the classification
accuracy and cost. The ACR Lung-RADS achieved 73.6% accuracy and 0.74 AUC with four features (axial
largest diameter (LD), type, calcification, and spiculation). The SVM-LASSO model achieved 80.9%
accuracy and 0.81 AUC with two features: the bounding box anterior-posterior dimension (BB_AP) and the
standard deviation of inverse difference moment (SD_IDM). Both features were always chosen (100 times)
by the LASSO. The BB_AP measured the extension of a nodule in the anterior-posterior direction and it was
highly correlated (r=0.96) with the LD. The SD_IDM is a texture feature that measured the directional
variation of the local homogeneity feature IDM. In univariate analysis, both features were significant
predictors of nodule malignancy (P<0.0001, Wilcoxon rank sum test). The ACR Lung-RADS misclassified
some cases since it is mainly based on size (LD), while the SVM-LASSO model correctly classified them by
combining size (BB_AP) and texture (SD_IDM) features. A 3D fully CNN was developed for the PN
detection. The detection rate of 3-fold cross-validation in the LIDC dataset was 95.1% with 5 false positives
for each scan, and classification accuracy was 77.8%. However, the classification accuracy was 67.4%
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when the trained model was applied to the Kaggle dataset. We developed an SVM-LASSO model to
predict malignancy of pulmonary nodules with CT radiomic features as well as a 3D fully CNN based deep
learning model. We demonstrated that the radiomics model achieved higher accuracy than the ACR
Lung-RADS, and also demonstrated the feasibility of deep learning to enhance the decision support to
the clinical diagnosis.
24
.

Bongjun Ko (IBM TJ Watson): Cognitive Ear: Acoustic Analytics Algorithms and System for Internet of Things
Applications
It is human's instinctive capability to detect and recognize various events in the environment through
sounds (e.g., "What was that? Ah...it sounds like there's something wrong in the air pump"). In this talk, we
will present the Cognitive Ear, a system powered by machine learning algorithms, that the Acoustic
Analytics team in IBM Research developed for augmenting this capability by training the machines, so
that they can hear, detect, and classify abnormal and important sounds and further involve the human
users in the loop. We will first discuss several use cases of this capability across a variety of domains, and
describe the underlying machine learning algorithms and the solution architecture, with the emphasis on
how we cope with several issues and challenges such as the difficulties in collecting good training data,
the diversity of the sound domains, noisy data, and the privacy. Some ongoing research work and open
problems will also be briefly discussed.

25
.

Byung-Hak Kim, Udacity, Scientist, TBD

26
.

Jungwoo Ha (NAVER): AI in NAVER and Clova
Artificial intelligence (AI) is considered as a new industrial paradigm beyond a technology by
advancement of machine learning. NAVER has been also focusing on AI technologies for recent several
years in order to provide users with more valuable content services, including a neural machine translation
app (Papago) and the VQA challenge. As a collaboration project with LINE, in particular, NAVER has
launched a general purpose AI assistant platform, Cloud-based Virutal Assistant (Clova), and an AI
speaker called WAVE in Korea and Japan in this summer. In this talk, I will introduce machine learning
technologies and their applications in NAVER centered on Clova.

27
.

Hoojung Chung (NAVER): Machine Learning: The Secret Sauce of Naver Search
Naver has been the most popular search engine for over a decade in South Korea. As a search engine,
Naver aims to match users' search intent with four types of content, which are 1) Naver generated
content, 2) user generated content, 3) expert generated content, and 4) crawled documents. Naver has
utilized traditional information retrieval models as well as machine learned models for the purpose. In this
talk, I will cover several search products of Naver that utilize machine learning to enhance user
satisfaction.

28
.

Joonseok Lee (Google): Video Understanding and YouTube 8M
With recent advances in deep learning, machines are understanding multimedia data far better than
before. Image understanding or sound understanding is now somewhat comparable to human
performance, or in some limited applications, machines are doing better than human. Video
understanding is a problem to enable machines to understand and describe any video at the level of a
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human expert. Unlike image or sound understanding, video understanding is still far from human-level
performance, mainly due to its cumbersome size. We, video understanding team at Google Research,
launched the currently largest video content dataset called YouTube-8M last year, and hosted a video
classification challenge on Kaggle as well as CVPR workshop during this year, to collaborate with
academia for this challenging task. In this talk, I will briefly introduce what is video understanding problem,
and describe the dataset and challenge we hosted.
29
.

Joohyung Lee (Arizona State University): AI minus Deep Learning: AI that Deep Learning can't do (well)

30
.

Sookyung Kim (Lawrence Livermore National Lab): Resolution Reconstruction of Climate Data with Pixel
Recursive Mode

31
.

Sungdeok Cha (Korea University): Towards more robust authentication mechanism

32
.

Jaeboum Kim (KAKAO): KAKAO AI Connects Everything
Kakao dreams of creating a more comfortable and exciting world by innovating the way we connect.
We believe that we can make a better tomorrow by discovering ways to strengthen interpersonal
connection and intensify connection between people and technology. Kakao currently offers a diverse
category of lifestyle services and platforms on mobile and on PC. With 25 years of history and experience
as leaders in PC and in mobile, Kakao is now leading the new development in the lifestyle sector,
introducing new ways to innovate our everyday lives through new connections. Kakao developed Korea
most loved artificial intelligence Kakaoi to connect everything we need in our lives, just like the company
developed the country’s leading messenger KakaoTalk, which made endless communication possible. In
this presentation, I will introduce artificial intelligence technologies that are being used in kakao, and
share our current issues.

33
.

Saehoon Kim (AItrics): Predictive Parallelization and Binary Embedding for Reducing Query Execution Time
The primary objective for a web search engine is to deliver relevant items of a query with consistently low
response time. A commercial web search engine partitions its large index across many index server nodes
(ISN). A search query runs concurrently on the ISNs: Each ISN searches for best matches on its local
partition, and the results are aggregated, forming the query results. In this talk, I present two different
approaches to reduce query execution time of index server nodes. First, I introduce a prediction
framework to reduce the extreme tail latency of search servers. The framework has a unique set of
characteristics to predict long-running queries with high recall and improved precision. Specifically,
prediction is delayed by a short duration to allow many short-running queries to complete without
parallelization, and to allow the predictor to collect a set of dynamic features using runtime information.
Second, I present various types of binary embedding to retrieve approximate nearest neighbors in
constant time. I focus on binary embedding with structured matrices including circulant matrix, Kronecker
product of multiple matrices, etc. And, some theoretical aspects of binary embedding with structured
matrices are introduced in terms of bit complexity on the existence of ϵ-distortion binary embedding.

34
.

Juho Lee (AItrics): Bayesian inference on random simple graphs with power law degree distributions
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We present a model for random simple graphs with a degree distribution that obeys a power law (i.e., is
heavy-tailed). To attain this behavior, the edge probabilities in the graph are constructed from
Bertoin-Fujita-Roynette-Yor (BFRY) random variables, which have been recently utilized in Bayesian
statistics for the construction of power law models in several applications. Our construction readily extends
to capture the structure of latent factors, similarly to stochastic blockmodels, while maintaining its power
law degree distribution. The BFRY random variables are well approximated by gamma random variables
in a variational Bayesian inference routine, which we apply to several network datasets for which power
law degree distributions are a natural assumption. By learning the parameters of the BFRY distribution via
probabilistic inference, we are able to automatically select the appropriate power law behavior from the
data. In order to further scale our inference procedure, we adopt stochastic gradient ascent routines
where the gradients are computed on minibatches (i.e., subsets) of the edges in the graph.
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Abstracts | Posters
1.

Yongwoo Lee (University of Wisconsin–Madison): Mobile Endpoint Authentication using Fixed Pattern Noise
in CMOS Image Sensors

Mobile endpoint authentication is a major challenge in most modern applications where privacy and security
are of concern. Unfortunately, traditional authentication methods such as password often have failed to
provide strong security. Multi-factor authentication can greatly improve the security by demanding additional
evidence associated with the user/device, such as biometric factors or a security token. This work proposes a
novel method for multi-factor authentication that exploits fixed pattern noise (FPN) in images obtained from
CMOS image sensors. FPN is unique in each image sensor and unclonable, which makes it a perfect additional
factor for device authentication.

2.

Edward Choi (Georgia Institute of Technology): Generating Multi-Label Discrete Patient Records using
Generative Adversarial Networks

As privacy concerns limit researchers’ access to EHR data, sharing synthetic EHR data could encourage wide
adoption of healthcare research. We propose a new approach, medical Generative Adversarial Network
(medGAN), to generate realistic synthetic patient records. Learning from real patient records, medGAN can
generate high-dimensional discrete variables (e.g., binary and count features) using generative adversarial
networks. To demonstrate feasibility, we showed that medGAN generates synthetic patient records that
achieve comparable performance to real data on many experiments including distribution statistics, predictive
modeling tasks and a medical expert review. We also empirically observe a limited privacy risk from using
medGAN.

3.

Seonmo Kim (University of Minnesota): Bit-Vector Model Counting using Statistical Estimation

Approximate model counting for bit-vector SMT formulas (generalizing #SAT) has many applications such as
probabilistic inference and quantitative information-flow security, but it is computationally difficult. Adding
random parity constraints (XOR streamlining) and then checking satisfiability is an effective approximation
technique, but it requires a prior hypothesis about the model count to produce useful results. We propose an
approach inspired by statistical estimation to continually refine a probabilistic estimate of the model count for a
formula, so that each XOR-streamlined query yields as much information as possible and implement this
approach as a wrapper around an off-the-shelf SMT solver or SAT solver.

4.

Euiseong Ko (Kennesaw State University): Graph-theory Based Simplification Techniques for Efficient
Biological Network Analysis

Many researchers using available biological data in the related research fields often require massive data to be
analyzed by utilizing high-throughput sequencing technologies. However, it is very challenging to interpret the
data efficiently due to it high complexity. This paper introduces two new graph algorithms which aim to
improve the efficiency of the existing methods for biological network data interpretation. In particular, the
algorithms focus on the problem of how to simplify gene regulatory networks so that many existing algorithms
can efficiently discover important connected components of a biological system in their own context as many
times as they need. The performance of the proposed algorithms is compared with each other with gene
expression data of glioblastoma brain tumor cancer.

5.

Jeman Park (University of Central Florida): Beyond Free Riding: Quality of Indicators for Assessing
Participation in Threat Information Sharing
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We introduce the notion of Quality of Indicator (QoI) to assess the actual level of contribution by participants in
threat intelligence communities. To do this, we exemplify QoI by various metrics, namely the correctness,
relevance, utility, and uniqueness of indicators. To prove the values of those metrics, we build a system that
extrapolates the metrics using a machine learning process. We compared these results against a model that
only considers the volume of information as a metric for contribution, and unveiled various observations,
including the ability to spot low-quality contributions that are synonymous to free-riding in threat information
sharing.
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